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MXC™ Adopter’s Forum: Goals

1. Raise awareness of MXC™ technology
2. Provide information on MXC™ Marketing Collaterals
3. Accelerate deployment of MXC™ technology
4. Provide information on MXC™ Certification Program
5. Provide common forum for feedback
Why Is Intel® Involved?

Data Explosion*
“Every day we create 2.5 quintillion (10^{18}) bytes of data – so much that 90% of the world’s data today has been created in the last two years alone.”

- Intel® has a history of working with the Industry to improve people’s computing experience
  - USB, PCI Express, Infiniband, Ethernet . . .
- We heard from our customers (Data Center, HPC, Telco, Networking, Industrial) about the need for a new generation of optical connector
- We partnered with leaders in this Industry to help define & develop the technology
- Intel will continue to drive architectures and solutions with our customers that will use this MXC™ technology

* Source: IBM study on Storage http://www.storagenewsletter.com/rubriques/market-reportsresearch/ibm-cmo-study
MXC™ – Industry Innovators
## Relationship & Roles Of The Companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>US Conec</strong></th>
<th><strong>Intel</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cables</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Designed, tooled and sells the MXC™ components to cable companies  
• Provides training, certification and logo to MXC™ adopters | • Makes and sells Intel® Silicon Photonics  
• Promotes MXC™ adoption applications like RSA, Top of Rack, ethernet, and high performance computing | • Developed and sells MXC™ cables and cable assemblies  
• Buys bag-of-parts (BOP) from US Conec |
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What is Being Announced

• US Conec announced the availability MXC™ optical connector technology
• MXC™ cable components have been sampled to customers and will be available for production in Q2 2014
• US Conec also announced that it has established a MXC™ certification program
• Corning, Molex and TE Connectivity announced they will build and sell MXC™ based cable assemblies.
• First MXC™ Adopters meeting being held today
• Broad interest across cable companies, OEMs, ODMs & end users
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Outline For USC Discussion

• What is US Conec releasing?
• What is the application?
• Technology overview
  – MT/MPO background
  – Expanded Beam
  – PRIZM® MT Ferrule
  – Debris Insensitivity
  – MXC™ Connector Details
• Schedule
• Certification Program
What is US Conec releasing?

- **Initial MXC™ Plug and Receptacle design**
  - Designed for use with PRIZM® MT expanded beam ferrules
  - Training and Certification program with PRIZM® MT ferrules
  - US Conec will support MXC™ technology with historical business model
    - Training
    - Component (i.e., BOP) sales
    - Peripheral termination tools and equipment
  - Certification Program established
Why a New Connector Format?

In response to emerging data center equipment applications demanding a dense connector solution optimized for a direct card edge interface.

- Architectures with embedded optical devices
  - Silicon Photonic devices including Tx/Rx designs, future ASIC integration
  - Next generation miniature parallel VCSEL Tx/Rx devices
  - Multi-mode and Single-mode; Various wavelengths

- Basic Design Requirements
  1. Low Cost
     - Component cost
     - Processing/Termination cost
     - Installation and field cost
  2. Highly Reliable – Debris Insensitive
  3. High Density
     - Less faceplate area
     - Less PCB area
IBM PERCS P7 line cards first to implement PRIZM technology, along with ultra high density MTP interconnects.

This application begged for a higher density, equipment optimized connector!
Optical performance is based on:

- Fiber alignment (axial & angular based on ferrule & guide pin)
  - True position of fiber-holes in the ferrule relative to alignment pin holes
  - Tolerance of the alignment stainless steel pins
  - Diameter tolerance of fiber holes and alignment pin holes
- Fiber tip contact (endface geometry + connector spring force)
- Fiber tip cleanliness & quality

**Eliminated/Reduced Using Lensed Ferrules**

**Connector Component Quality**

**Endface Quality**

**Fiber Tip Quality**
Expanded Beam Interconnects

- Larger beam cross section results in less impact of debris
- Alignment tolerances at the mating plane of expanded beam interconnectors are reduced
- Collimated light results in forgiving alignment in z-axis
  - Less spring force required
  - Lenses provide very consistent loss
- Stable return loss governed by lens geometry

Fiber: core size: 50 micron

lens

Expanded beam: 180+ micron
PRIZM® MT MM: Ferrule Inside MXC™

- No Polish termination
- Same outer footprint as traditional MT
- Mating force required ~3N vs. 10-23N physical contact MPO
- Up to 16 fibers per row
- Up to 4 rows
- Supports 850nm and 1310nm applications

![Components diagram with labels](image)

- Epoxy windows
- Optical Stop Plane
- Fiber Lead-in area
- Precision micro holes
- 50 micron lens recess balances lens protection with cleanability

Hermaphroditic, post and hole alignment features
PRIZM® MT Ferrules Utilize Termination Process Commercialized For PRIZM® LT

A low-cost, no-polish termination procedure:
1. Cleave-only fiber array inserted into ferrule
2. UV or Thermal cure
3. Connector housing installed
4. Final optical testing
No Dust Worries

10x Better Dust Immunity

Recessed Integrated Lens for expanded beam

Fiber cladding

180 micron EB Diameter

50 micron Core Diameter

Z impact of debris = loss of physical contact for traditional ferrules
Simplified Component Structure

- Reduced complexity plug BOP
- One piece receptacle becomes part of the internal Tx/Rx to bulkhead jumper
- Traditional ‘adapter’ eliminated
MXC™: Equipment Interface

MTP® Cables are made to be strain relieved on two sides.

Smaller, MXC™ format are made to be ruggedized on the external cable only.

Space savings with MXC for card edge applications:
- 59% PCB area
- 40% faceplate area
- 132 MXC™ receptacles fit into a 19” 1U panel
ARC MXC™ Connector IL Performance

- 3360 IL measurements of MXC™ to MXC™ mating
- IL measurements of 1x8F and 2x8F combination
- Average IL is 0.37dB & Max IL is 0.7dB @ 99.5%
- Comparable to standard MTP IL performance
Coming Soon in 2014: Expanded MXC™ Platform

MXC™ Connector Platform – BOP available Q2 2014
1. Ganged Bulkhead
2. Ganged / Single Blind Mate

Benefits
- Ultra dense, Multi-ferrule variants
- Lower PCB space consumption
- Lower Cost Links
- Fewer, simplified components
- Multi-sourced cable assemblies
- With and without EMI protection
- With and without shutters for eye safety
MXC™ & PRIZM® MT Certification Program

To ensure quality cable assemblies are making it into market place, US Conec has established a formal training and certification program for PRIZM MT ferrules and MXC connectors

**Program Summary:**

- Company must attend formal, on-site training class (Hickory, NC) for PRIZM® MT ferrule (estimate 2 days) and MXC™ connector (estimate 1 day), as appropriate
- Terminate products using US Conec established procedures and documentation.
- Submit product samples to US Conec for evaluation prior to commercial sales and at regular intervals thereafter
  - Alternative equipment, processes, and/or material may be acceptable
  - 2 Information to be shared under NDA
- US Conec will conduct environmental and mechanical testing on the submitted samples
  - Certification for the products submitted will be granted upon successful completion of the testing

Certified Partners will be able to openly pursue MXC™ cable business
Schedule

• OFC 2014: MXC™ samples now available
• Q2: Low volume production
• Q3: Formal certification training begins at US Conec
• Q4: Volume production
Summary

• US Conec is now producing and sampling production grade MM PRIZM® MT ferrules and MXC® front panel connectors for next generation, embedded optic architectures

• The new connector technology is optimized for point to point, equipment card interface applications

• The MXC connector was designed for use with PRIZM® MT, multi-fiber, expanded beam ferrules
  – Lower cost due to component reduction
  – Elimination of polishing and endface geometry
  – Simplified connector component designs
  – Factory and field time savings due to the tolerance to debris

• The technology is compatible with next generation silicon photonic and VCSEL based link designs at various wavelengths.

• Future Variants for ganged insertion and blind mate will be available in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} half of 2014

• US Conec has established a cable certification program
Call to Action

- Become familiar with MXC™ technology
- Request your samples from US Conec
- Request information from US Conec on certified MXC™ assembly providers
- Consider designing MXC™ technologies into your future data center products
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For More information

US Conec:

customerservice@usconec.com
(800) 768-0944
www.usconec.com
mikehughes@usconec.com

• Intel:


Victor Krutul: victor.krutul@intel.com
Thank You
Legal Disclaimers

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchase, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. Intel does not control or audit the design or implementation of third party benchmark data or Web sites referenced in this document. Intel encourages all of its customers to visit the referenced Web sites or others where similar performance benchmark data are reported and confirm whether the referenced benchmark data are accurate and reflect performance of systems available for purchase.

Relative performance for each benchmark is calculated by taking the actual benchmark result for the first platform tested and assigning it a value of 1.0 as a baseline. Relative performance for the remaining platforms tested was calculated by dividing the actual benchmark result for the baseline platform into each of the specific benchmark results of each of the other platforms and assigning them a relative performance number that correlates with the performance improvements reported.

SPEC, SPECint, SPECFp, SPECrate, SPECPower, and SPEQbb are trademarks of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation. See http://www.spec.org for more information.

Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology (Intel® HT Technology): Available on select Intel® Core™ processors. Requires an Intel® HT Technology-enabled system. Consult your PC manufacturer. Performance will vary depending on the specific hardware and software used. For more information including details on which processors support HT Technology, visit https://www.intel.com/info/hyperthreading.

Intel® Turbo Boost Technology: Requires a system with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology. Intel Turbo Boost Technology and Intel Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 are only available on select Intel® processors. Consult your system manufacturer. Performance varies depending on hardware, software, and system configuration. For more information, visit http://www.intel.com/go/turbo

Intel® Enhanced Intel SpeedStep® Technology: See the Processor Spec Finder at http://ark.intel.com/ or contact your Intel representative for more information.

Intel processor numbers are not a measure of performance. Processor numbers differentiate features within each processor family, not across different processor families: Go to http://www.intel.com/products/processor_number

Intel® products are not intended for use in medical, life-saving, life-sustaining, critical control, or safety systems, or in nuclear facility applications. All dates and products specified are for planning purposes only and are subject to change without notice.

Intel product plans in this presentation do not constitute Intel plan of record product roadmaps. Please contact your Intel representative to obtain Intel’s current plan of record product roadmaps.

Copyright © 2013 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved. Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, Atom and Intel Core are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.

All dates and products specified are for planning purposes only and are subject to change without notice.

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Legal Disclaimers

Information in this document is provided in connection with Intel products. No license, express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise, to any intellectual property rights is granted by this document. Except as provided in Intel's Terms and Conditions of Sale for such products, Intel assumes no liability whatsoever and Intel disclaims any express or implied warranty, relating to sale and/or use of Intel products including liability or warranties relating to fitness for a particular purpose, merchantability, or infringement of any patent, copyright or other intellectual property right.

A "Mission Critical Application" is any application in which failure of the Intel Product could result, directly or indirectly, in personal injury or death. SHOULD YOU PURCHASE OR USE INTEL'S PRODUCTS FOR ANY SUCH MISSION CRITICAL APPLICATION, YOU SHALL INDEMNIFY AND HOLD INTEL AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES, SUBCONTRACTORS AND AFFILIATES, AND THE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AND EMPLOYEES OF EACH, HARMLESS AGAINST ALL CLAIMS COSTS, DAMAGES, AND EXPENSES AND REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEES ARISING OUT OF, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ANY CLAIM OF PRODUCT LIABILITY, PERSONAL INJURY, OR DEATH ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF SUCH MISSION CRITICAL APPLICATION, WHETHER OR NOT INTEL OR ITS SUBCONTRACTOR WAS NEGLECTFUL IN THE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, OR WARNING OF THE INTEL PRODUCT OR ANY OF ITS PARTS.

Intel may make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. Designers must not rely on the absence or characteristics of any features or instructions marked "reserved" or "undefined". Intel reserves these for future definition and shall have no responsibility whatsoever for conflicts or incompatibilities arising from future changes to them. The information here is subject to change without notice. Do not finalize a design with this information.

The products described in this document may contain design defects or errors known as errata which may cause the product to deviate from published specifications. Current characterized errata are available on request.

Contact your local Intel sales office or your distributor to obtain the latest specifications and before placing your product order.

Copies of documents which have an order number and are referenced in this document, or other Intel literature, may be obtained by calling 1-800-548-4725, or go to: http://www.intel.com/design/literature.htm

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Photonics Advantages

Copper wires reaching physical limits
• ~10 Gbps or higher becoming challenging
• Distance/speed tradeoff costing more in energy

Alternative: Transmit data over optical fiber
• Much further reach at any given speed
• Multiple signals can travel on one fiber
• Thin & light = easy cable management

Challenge: Costs